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 Shorter Notices

 The Silk Road: Trade, Travel,
 War and Faith1

 The Silk Road, the network of ancient trade
 routes that led from the Mediterranean through
 Central Asia to China, carried not only silks, car
 pets, spices, perfumes, and precious stones such
 as jade and lapis lazuli, but also cultural influ
 ences, resulting from a continual interchange of
 peoples, cultures, languages, and religions. This
 exhibition, held at the British Library in associ
 ation with the British Museum in 2004, covered
 the period from the early centuries of the Chris
 tian era, when Central Asia was crucial for trade
 and the early diffusion of Buddhism, Christian
 ity, and Manichaeism along the Silk Road, and
 the long-vanished kingdoms of Gandhara, Kho
 tan, and Kroraina were in their prime, up to the
 end of the first millennium. While many of the
 exhibits were impressive as works of art in their
 own right, equally significant were the archaeo
 logical objects, letters, and manuscripts, all of
 which gave as full an impression of life on the
 Silk Road as possible, given the restrictions im
 posed by the size of the gallery.

 The exhibition focused on the immensely rich
 collections of manuscripts, paintings, and arte
 facts in the British Library and British Museum
 collections brought to London by Aurel Stein
 (1862-1943) and was particularly valuable since
 most of the objects had never been on public
 view before. More than four hundred items were
 exhibited, most of which were from the collec
 tions of the Library and the Museum, but there
 were also loans from the Victoria and Albert Mu
 seum, London; the Bodleian Library, Oxford; the
 Musee Guimet, Paris; the Museum für Indische
 Kunst, Berlin; the Chinese Dunhuang Academy
 Museum, Shaanxi Provincial Museum of History,
 Shaanxi Provincial Archaeological Institute, Xin
 jiang Museum; the Miho Museum, Japan; and
 from private collections. The themes of cross-cul
 tural exchanges and influences between China,
 Central Asia, and the West were explored, with
 an emphasis on the southern Silk Road, which
 ran from Samarkand via Khotan, Kroraina, and
 Miran to Dunhuang; in addition, there was a sec
 tion on Astana, on the northern Silk Road. Ex
 hibits were arranged in themes within a loosely
 constructed geographical framework.

 Much of the trade on the Silk Road centred
 around silk, used as textile-money in China from

 Fig. 1. British Museum MAS 677 a, b (L.A.I.002). Bolt of
 silk, 3rd to 4th century. Photo: Courtesy of the Trustees of
 the British Museum.
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 Fig. 2. British Museum 1907, 1111.105 (N.vii.3). Khotanese
 rug, 3rd to 4th century. Rugs and carpets, particularly Kho
 tanese ones, were frequently used as payment or part pay
 ment for goods as diverse as a woman, a vineyard, or a
 camel in 3rd- and 4th-century Kroraina. Photo: Courtesy of
 the Trustees of the British Museum.

 the Warring States period (475-221 b.c.) onwards.
 Silk is mentioned in the Gändhäri documents of
 the 2nd to 4th century from Niya, of which there
 were several examples on show. One2 records
 that a woman, Sugisae, was purchased for forty
 one rolls of silk. The bolt of silk illustrated in
 figure 1 was excavated from Loulan and dates
 from this period. Silk continued to be used as
 currency, as is shown by another exhibit, a Chi
 nese document from Dunhuang of a.d. 991. This
 was a contract between the Zhu family and the
 local official Han Yuanding and his wife. The of
 ficial agreed to hand over a slave girl, Xiansheng,
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 Fig. 3. British Museum Stein AKIII.a.l. Sino-Kharosthl coin
 ca. a.d. 30-60 issued by Gurgamoya, king of Khotan. One
 side depicts a horse and a Kharosthi inscription with the
 king's name and the other a tamgha and Chinese inscription
 specifying the weight of the coin. Photo: Courtesy of the
 Trustees of the British Museum.
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 Fig. 4. British Library Or.8212/84 (Ch.00289). Zoroastrian
 fragment, ca. 9th century, Dunhuang, from Cave 17. Photo:
 Courtesy of the British Library Board.

 to the Zhu family in lieu of a debt of three pieces
 of raw silk and two pieces of spun silk.3 Exam
 ples of other trading commodities were also dis
 played. Figure 2 shows a particularly fine 3rd- or
 4th-century woollen woven rug found by Stein
 in a house at Niya. Coins were also used as cur
 rency, and among the earliest were the Sino
 Kharosthl coins of Khotan dating from the 1st
 and 2nd centuries a.d. (fig. 3).
 Excepting Christianity, which is hardly repre

 sented in Stein's collections, the main religions
 of Central Asia—Zoroastrianism, Manichaeism,

 Fig. 5. Dunhuang Academy Museum, Cave 45. Replica of
 Cave 45 at Dunhuang. Original built between 650 and 780.
 Photo: Courtesy of the Dunhuang Academy Museum.

 and, of course, Buddhism—were prominent
 throughout the exhibition. A 9th-century Sog
 dian manuscript from Dunhuang (fig. 4) is unique
 in that it contains the only occurrence of the
 Asam vohü, one of the most frequently recited
 Zoroastrian prayers, outside the established cor
 pus of Zoroastrian manuscripts, which are known
 from Iran and India and date from the 13th cen

 tury onwards.4 Zoroastrian scenes were also de
 picted in the 6th-century funerary couch from
 Central China, loaned by the Miho Museum,
 while a 10th-century letter in Chinese mentions
 lighting a fire in the Zoroastrian Temple "to
 bring prosperity along the road."5 There were sev
 eral examples of Manichaean works, with sub
 sections on Manichaean book art and banners.

 Buddhist works and paintings were displayed
 throughout the exhibition, a high point, perhaps,
 being the replica of Cave 45 from Dunhuang
 loaned by the Dunhuang Academy Museum (fig.
 5). One of fifty caves built during the High Tang
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 Fig. 6. British Library Or.9614. The Book of Zambasta, 7th to 8th century. Photo: Courtesy of the British Library Board.
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 Fig. 8. (Above) British Library IOL Khot 41 (M.Tagh.
 a.1.0033). Letter from a Khotanese official to his wife, early
 9th century. Photo: Courtesy of the British Library Board.

 Fig. 7. (Left) British Library Or.8210/S.5820. Sale agree
 ment of nun bartering a black cow, ca. a.d. 803, from Dun
 huang, Cave 17. This document was preserved only
 because it was used as a patch to repair another document.
 Photo: Courtesy of the British Library Board.
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 Fig. 9. Private collection. Female polo player, 8th century, Northern
 China. Photo: Courtesy of the owner.
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 Fig 10. British Library Or.8212/98 (T.XII.a.ii.3). Sogdian letter from an abandoned wife, ca. a.d. 313, found in the
 ruins of a watch tower in the Dunhuang limes north-west of Dunhuang. Photo: Courtesy of the British Library Board.
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 Fig. 11. Shaanxi Provincial Archaeological Institute, 3, 9, 10, 12, 21, 26, 34. Seven horses with
 musicians excavated in 1995 from Li Hui's tomb (d. 689), Majiawan, Gaoling County, Shaanxi
 Province. Photo: Courtesy of Shaanxi Provincial Archaeological Institute.

 l ": Uft ,-- ("/

 Fig. 12. British Library Or.8210/S.3961. Part of the Sütra of the Ten Kings, 10th century, Dunhuang, Cave 17. Lacking only the
 frontispiece—which would have shown Ksitigarbha—and the first eighteen lines of the text, all the ten kings are shown after
 the opening scenes of the messenger on horseback and the official checking the names of the dead. Photo: Courtesy of the Brit
 ish Library Board.
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 Fig. 13. British Library Or.8212/166 (D.XIII). Judaeo-Persian
 business letter, 8th century, from Dandan-Uiliq. Unfortu
 nately only partially understood, it contains references to
 sheep trading and the sale of garments. Photo: Courtesy of
 the British Library Board.

 (650-780), it is typical of caves of this period,
 when Dunhuang was in close contact with China
 as well as its Silk Road neighbours. The exhibi
 tion included several items on Buddhism in Kho
 tan, notably a leaf from the famous Khotanese
 Book of Zambasta (fig. 6).6 Arguably the most
 important and popular local Buddhist composi
 tion from Khotan, this metrical account of Bud
 dhism was probably composed between the 5th
 to 6th centuries a.d. but to judge from reference
 to the "red-faced" [i.e., Tibetan] enemies of Kho
 tan, was not completed until the 7th century.7
 There were also accounts of Buddhist monaster

 ?> % ^ <?> ^
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 Fig. 14. British Library, IOL Khot. S.7 (Ch.00120), Chinese
 Diamond Sütra in Brähml script, 10th century, Dunhuang,
 Cave 17. The special significance of this manuscript, written
 in what is basically a phonetic script, lies in the evidence it
 provides for the pronunciation of 10th-century Chinese.

 ies, pilgrims, and clergy throughout the Silk
 Road, including a poignant agreement of ca.
 a.d. 803 (fig. 7) in which a nun Mingxiang sells
 her three-year-old black cow "completely un
 marked" on account of her lack of food and out
 standing debts. The new owner is Zhang Baoyu,
 who agrees to give in exchange twelve shi of
 wheat and two shi of millet.

 Sections on daily life in the oases of the Tak
 lamakan desert showed household utensils, such
 as weaving combs, a sieve, and an animal trap,
 while a display on Dunhuang official and reli
 gious life included a census dated a.d. 416 for the
 village Gaochang in the canton of Xidang, Dun
 huang district. An impression of life under the
 Tibetans could be gained from woodslip tallies,
 records of the Tibetan hill stations, and docu
 ments in Khotanese describing the various kinds
 of employment in occupied Khotan.8 These du
 ties included inspection tours, road maintenance,
 postal work, disposal of cloth, carrying grain, and
 sowing and harvesting crops. One early 9th
 century letter from Iramana, stationed presum
 ably at Mazar Tagh under the Tibetans, to his wife
 at home (fig. 8] gives instructions for the harvest:
 to water the grain at the right time, to look after
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 / . . . ... , 11. ine and war after the collapse of Chinese central Za /r/«Μ/ , ifo./^/7/Γ V. ,
 government. The once well-to-do free-woman

 r~~JT" Mlwnäy has become a servant of the Chinese, and
 her daughter Shäyn, who has added a postscript,

 Toft guards flocks of domestic animals. Complaining
 '■+1 ea*./, that her husband never answers letters or sends

 money, Mlwnäy writes: "I obeyed your command
 % ~ /£k, and came to Dunhuang and did not observe my

 mother's bidding." In disgust she concludes, "I
 would rather be a dog's or a pig's wife than yours!"

 Other sections described music and dance (fig.
 11); astronomy and astrology along the Silk Road,
 the main exhibit here being an early 8th-century

 TZZfiZ, map of the sky showing 1,345 stars,·10 death and
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 Fig. 15. Bodleian Library, MSS Stein 296/96. Provisions or

 the afterlife (fig. 12); funeral arrangements and
 ' trf- grave contents, which included 8th-century past

 ries from the tombs at Astana.

 Several cases focused on languages, scripts,
 /2itof.2&. writing materials, pigments, the evolution of the

 book, and printing. Exhibits included the earliest
 «(Ufofijft. known complete and dated printed book, a copy

 of the Diamond Sütra of a.d. 868,11 as well as ex
 amples of some of the twenty or so languages of
 the Silk Road, written in almost as many different
 scripts. The sometimes complex relationships be
 tween languages and scripts can be illustrated by dered in preparation for Stein's second expedition in 1906. , , „ , , „ ,

 Stein became a Marmite enthusiast after its invention in the following two examples: from 8th-Century
 1902. Photo: Courtesy of the Bodleian Library. Dandan Uiliq, the earliest known New Persian

 text of any length, a commercial document writ
 ten in Hebrew characters (fig. 13); and from 10th
 century Dunhuang, a manuscript of the Diamond

 the sheep and the other cattle, and to take care Sütra in Chinese written phonetically in Brähml
 of the pomegranates so that they do not dry out. script (fig. 14). The problems of linguistic inter
 He also requests supplies of flour, sesame oil, action were illustrated in a bilingual phrasebook,
 crude sugar, and felt, and that his son Irasamga also from 10th-century Dunhuang, with phrases
 should join him "though it is a long way," con- such as "Where are you going?" "Do you know
 eluding, "You just take care of everything on Chinese?" and "Bring me vegetables" written
 your own!" phonetically in Chinese in Brahmi script fol
 Sections on women and children included ex- lowed by a translation into the Iranian language

 amples of women's fashions, female polo play- Khotanese.
 ers (fig. 9), prayers on "difficult monthlies," a The exhibition also had video displays show
 women's club "circular" dated a.d. 959 and stip- ing work done preparatory to the exhibition in
 ulating that "if there is anyone who ... in unruly the British Library Conservation Studio and foot
 fashion creates disturbances at a feast. . . then all age taken by Sven Hedin in Inner Mongolia on his
 members shall repair to the gateway and fine her expedition to Central Asia 1926-1935, as well
 enough wine-syrup for a whole feast." Some of as several audio points. One particular favourite
 the most remarkable documents in the exhibi- was a recording of 150 camels at a watering hole,
 tion were the so-called Sogdian Ancient Letters Finally, several showcases throughout the exhi
 from the early 4th century a.d. Two of these were bition underlined the importance of Stein's role
 from a Sogdian merchant's abandoned wife writ- (fig. 15). His meticulous notes, diaries, and record
 ten at Dunhuang ca. a.d. 313 (fig. 10),9 and sent keeping resulted not only in the ground-breaking
 to her husband and her mother at a time of fam- publications of Ancient Khotan, Serindia, and
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 Fig. 15. Bodleian Library, MSS Stein 296/96. Provisions or
 dered in preparation for Stein's second expedition in 1906.
 Stein became a Marmite enthusiast after its invention in
 1902. Photo: Courtesy of the Bodleian Library.
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 Innermost Asia, but also left us the mass of
 material now preserved in the archives of the
 British Library, the British Museum, the Bodleian
 Library Oxford, and the Hungarian Academy of
 Sciences.12

 A catalogue (see η. 1) is available, edited by
 the exhibition curator Susan Whitfield. Besides

 containing colour illustrations of every exhibit
 and also a few that were withdrawn at the last

 minute, it contains essays by leading scholars
 in the field: Mark Barnard, Jean-Marc Bonnet
 Bidaud, Jacob Dalton, Imre Galambos, Carol
 Michaelson, Francoise Praderie, Sam van Schaik,
 Prods Oktor Skjaervo, Tsuguhito Takeuchi, Eti
 enne de la Vaissiere, Helen Wang, Frances Wood,
 and Rong Xinjiang.

 Ursula Sims-Williams

 Notes

 1. "The Silk Road: Trade, Travel, War and Faith,"
 exhibition held at the British Library 7 May to 12 Sep
 tember 2004 in association with the British Museum,
 supported by the Pidem Fund. Exhibition catalogue:
 S. Whitfield, The Silk Road: Trade, Travel, War and
 Faith (London, 2004).

 2. N.i.76—not included in the exhibition. See T. Bur

 row, A Translation of the Kharosthi Documents from
 Chinese Turkestan (London, 1940), no. 3.

 3. British Library Or.8210/S.1946. See L. Giles, De
 scriptive Catalogue of the Chinese Manuscripts from

 Tunhuang in the British Museum (London, 1957),
 no. 7521.

 4. See Whitfield, The Silk Road, p. 118, where N.
 Sims-Williams prefers a Zoroastrian interpretation
 rather than the Manichaean one offered previously
 ("The Sogdian Fragments of the British Library," Indo
 Iranian Journal 18 [1976], pp. 43-82).

 5. British Library Or.8210/S.2241. See Giles, De
 scriptive Catalogue, no. 7410.

 6. For more details of this and other Khotanese

 manuscripts see P. O. Skjasrvo, Khotanese Manuscripts
 from Chinese Turkestan in The British Library: A
 Complete Catalogue with Texts and Translation
 (London, 2002).

 7. Chapter 15, line 9, see R. E. Emmerick's edition
 and translation, The Book of Zambasta (London, 1968).

 8. See P. O. Skjaervo, "Iranians, Indians, Chinese
 and Tibetans: The Rulers and the Ruled of Khotan in

 the First Millennium," and T. Takeuchi, "The Tibetan
 Military System and Its Activities," in Whitfield, The
 Silk Road, pp. 34-42; 50-56.

 9. See N. Sims-Williams, "Towards a New Edition
 of the Sogdian Ancient Letters" (paper given in Beijing,
 April 2004, publication forthcoming).

 10. British Library Or.8210/S.3326. All but three of
 the stars have been identified. See J.-M. Bonnet-Bidaud
 and F. Praderie, "Star Charts on the Silk Road: Astro
 nomical Star Maps in Ancient China," in Whitfield,
 The Silk Road, pp. 81-90.

 11. British Library Or.8210/P.2 (Ch.ciii.0014). See
 Giles, Descriptive Catalogue, no. 8083.

 12. See H. Wang, Handbook to the Stein Collections
 in the UK (London, 1999) and E. Apor and H. Wang,
 Catalogue of the Collections of Sir Aurel Stein in the
 Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (Buda
 pest, 2002).
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